MIX GUIDE: MICROPHONES // CONDENSER - SIDE ADDRESS
FEATURED MIC
In 1960, Neumann launched the
U67, a three-pattern tube mic fthat
was intended as a replacement for
the U47. By the mid-‘60s, the company was into development of a solid-state version of the U67, and the
transistorized U87 was unveiled in
1967. It used a K87 capsule that was
acoustically identical to the K67 capsule in the U67 but did not require
an external power supply. This was a
major convenience, although as phantom power was not universally available in 1967, the original U87 had a internal battery compartment housing
two 22.5-volt batteries as an alternative to phantom power. Two decades
later, phantom power was well established as a studio standard. The U87’s
difficult-to-find 22.5V cells were removed and a DC/DC converter was installed in its place. The result was the new model U87A, which offered improved performance, with a 4 dB lower noise floor and an output that
was 6 dB hotter. Once the Tuchel output connector was replaced with
a standard XLR jack, the mic
was designated U87 Ai. The
TRY THIS
model is still in production,
Versatility in a BLUE Bottle
and it remains one of the
“If you are going for
most popular studio microsomething at three
phones in the world.
feet or less, I would go
with the BLUEs,” says
Brian Ahern. “When
the Neumann [M50s]
get in around three
feet, they get brittle
because they are reaching out for an orchestra.
We started with the M50s on Emmylou [Harris’]
vocal and we realized that they don’t like to be
up close, so we wound up using a BLUE Bottle
on her voice, with the exception of one song,
where we used my old AKG C-24.
“The BLUE mics have an interesting feature,” he continues. “Instead of having pads
for loud recordings, they have a control over
the voltage that is supplied to the capsule. So
if you want to record something gentle, like
an acoustic guitar being played with fingers,
which we did, you would crank it up so that it
would highly sensitize the capsule and then
jump when it heard something. If you were
recording a gnarly banjo, you would back the
setting off a little so it wouldn’t overreact to
the harsh tones of the instrument. The BLUE
also has interchangeable capsules, so tried the
BLUE B6 capsule on Ricky Skaggs’ mandolin
with an M50 looking over his shoulder. When
he heard that back, he was pretty impressed.”
—Producer Brain Ahern,
Mix, December 2004
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WHERE TO USE THEM
Side-address condensers are
typically large-diaphragm mics
and work well for recording
studio vocals, over a drum kit,
for upright bass and grand piano, or anywhere you’re trying
to capture an instrument or
ensemble at fairly close range.

WORDS TO KNOW
Condenser Microphone: a
microphone that picks up
sounds via an electrically
charged. metalized diaphragm
which is separated from a conductive backplate by a thin air
layer. Sound waves striking the
diaphragm cause a minuscule
voltage change, which is increased by a tiny amplifier circuit within the mic body.
Cardioid microphone:
a microphone with a direc-

tional pickup pattern that is most sensitive to sounds coming from the
front and sides while rejecting sounds coming from the rear. The pickup pattern is roughly heart-shaped when viewed from above, hence the
name “cardioid.”
FET (Field Effect Transistor): A particular type of transistor that behaves like a triode (tube). FETS have a high input impedance and respond
in a linear fashion.
Hypercardioid: a variation of the cardioid microphone pickup pattern. A hypercardioid microphone is most sensitive at the front and sides,
while rejecting sounds entering 120° to the rear.
Polar Pattern: A circular, 2-D plot that indicates the directional response
of a transducer. While polar patterns are commonly used to show microphone pickup patterns, they can also indicate the dispersion of a speaker.

CLICK FOR MORE
ADK
www.adkmic.com
AKG
www.akg.com
Audio-Technica
www.audio-technica.com
Audix
www.audixusa.com
Avantone Audio
www.avantonepro.com
Behringer
www.behringer.com
Beyerdynamic
www.beyerdynamic.com
BLUE Microphones
www.bluemic.com
Bock Audio
www.bockaudiodesigns.com
Brauner
www.brauner-microphones.com
CAD
www.cadaudio.com
Cascade
www.cascademicrophones.com
Charter Oak
www.charteroakacoustics.com
DPA
www.dpamicrophones.com
Electro-Voice
www.electrovoice.com
Golden Age Project
www.goldenageproject.com
InnerTUBE Audio
www.innertubeaudio.com
JZ Microphones
www.jzmic.com
Josephson
www.josephson.com
Lauten Audio
www.lautenaudio.com

Lewitt
www.lewitt-audio.com
MXL
www.mxlmics.com
Manley
www.manleylabs.com
Miktek
www.miktekaudio.com
Mojave Audio
www.mojaveaudio.com
Nady
www.nady.com
Neumann
www.neumannusa.com
Oktava
www.oktavausa.com
Pearl Microphones
www.pearl.se
Peluso
www.pelusomicrophonelab.com
RØDE
www.rodemic.com
Samson
www.samsontech.com
Schoeps
www.schoeps.de
sE Electronics
www.seelectronics.com
Sennheiser
www.sennheiserusa.com
Shure
www.shure.com
Sontronics
www.sontronics.com
Sony
www.sonyproaudio.com
Sterling
www.sterlingaudio.net
Studio Projects
www.studioprojectsusa.com
Telefunken
www.telefunken-elektroakustik.com
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MIX GUIDE: MICROPHONES // CONDENSER - FRONT ADDRESS
WORDS TO KNOW
Condenser Microphone: a microphone that picks up sounds via an electrically charged. metalized diaphragm which is separated from a conductive
backplate by a thin air layer. Sound waves striking the diaphragm cause
a minuscule voltage change, which is increased by a tiny amplifier circuit
within the mic body.
Front Address: describes the perpendicular position of the diaphragm
in relation to the body of the mic.
Pad: an electronic circuit designed to attenuate the output of a device by
a given amount. Some mics have such high output that they can overdrive
the input stage of many preamps. To prevent this, many manufacturers include a switchable pad on the output stage of the mic.
Phantom Power: a method of powering condenser microphones by
sending DC current (typically 9 to 52 volts, usually 48) over the same mic
cable that carries the audio signal.
Spaced Pair: a stereo microphone technique where two mics are pointed directly at the source separated by two feet or more. See also X-Y miking.

FEATURED MIC
The DPA 4006 first appeared in 1982, following the company’s purchase of
B&K and the assets of the popular reference mic of the same model number.
This omnidirectional mic, which has since been updated to include a variety
of nose cones, an AE version and a transformerless version, is known for its
high sensitivity, low-noise and extremely linear frequency response. Since
its release, the 4006 has been
found in orchestras around the
world, up close on strings and
TRY THIS
acoustic guitar, as overheads
to capture the “room,” and just
about anywhere an engineer
needs transparent, quality recording at the source.

WHERE TO USE THEM

“Steel pans are like an orchestral thing where
you have different ranges, just like with
strings—violin, viola, cello. My normal setup
is to have three pans on the gig, which would
be one solo soprano instrument, and a double
alto sax range instrument, which is called the
double second. “For the double second, I used
the [Neumann] KM64s. I used a 451 on the
soprano, and we put a pair of KM84s on the
lower two pans. When I played the soprano
instrument, which used the 451, I found that I
liked the sound much better if I left the other
mics on. The room sound I was getting off of
those KM64s was so beautiful that it just
warmed up everything.
—Andy Narell,
The Caribbean Jazz Project, Mix, 1997

Front address condensers are
usually small-capsule mics that
exhibit excellent off-axis frequency response. Use them for
high-end recording (orchestral,
jazz, choir), over a drum kit, in
stereo pairs on acoustic guitar, grand piano or anywhere
you’d like your room to be accurately depicted in the mix.
High-voltage microphones fit
in this category; typically they
can handle extremely high SPL
(150dB +) and supply power to
the capsule separately from
the audio, so they are wellsuited for audiophile-quality
studio recording and test and
measurement applications.

CLICK FOR MORE
ADK
www.adkmic.com
AKG
www.akg.com
Audio-Technica
www.audio-technica.com
Audix
www.audixusa.com
Avantone Audio
www.avantonepro.com
Behringer
www.behringer.com
Beyerdynamic
www.beyerdynamic.com
CAD
www.cadaudio.com
Cascade
www.cascademicrophones.com
Charter Oak
www.charteroakacoustics.com
DPA
www.dpamicrophones.com
Earthworks
www.earthworksaudio.com
Electro-Voice
www.electrovoice.com
Golden Age Project
www.goldenageproject.com
Josephson
www.josephson.com
Lauten Audio
www.lautenaudio.com
Lewitt
www.lewitt-audio.com

MXL
www.mxlmics.com
Miktek
www.miktekaudio.com
Mojave Audio
www.mojaveaudio.com
Nady
www.nady.com
Neumann
www.neumannusa.com
Oktava
www.oktavausa.com
Pearl Microphones
www.pearl.se
Peluso
www.pelusomicrophonelab.com
RODE
www.rodemic.com
Samson
www.samsontech.com
Schoeps
www.schoeps.de
sE Electronics
www.seelectronics.com
Sennheiser
www.sennheiserusa.com
Shure
www.shure.com
Sontronics
www.sontronics.com
Sterling
www.sterlingaudio.net
Studio Projects
www.studioprojectsusa.com
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MIX GUIDE: MICROPHONES // DYNAMIC -MOVING COIL
FEATURED MIC
First released in 1966, the Shure SM58 and its twin (similar capsule, some acoustical differences; no windscreen grille) the SM57 have been the industry standard for rock ‘n’ roll touring for more than four decades, both on main vocals and up against a guitar cab or on top
of a snare. Mick Jagger, Roger Daltrey…and every U.S. President since Lyndon B. Johnson
has sung (or spoken) into one. A highly effective, built-in spherical filter minimizes wind
and breath “pop” noise. A unidirectional (cardioid) pickup pattern isolates the main sound
source while minimizing unwanted background noise. And it’s durable. But it’s not just for
live sound; the SM stands for Studio Microphone, and for many vocalists, especially those
who impart a “live feel” in their productions, it works. The only way Sylvia Massy ever damaged one was by demolishing a piano with sledgehammers, then shooting it up with guns,
all while keeping tape rolling during a Tool session. One SM58 was damaged. It is arguably
the best-selling mic in history.

WHERE TO USE THEM
Dynamic moving coil microphones are very comfortable around high SPL, and they are the bread and butter of the touring industry. Use them for close-miking
kick, snare and toms on a drum kit, guitar and bass cabinets, and challenging vocalists both live and in studio.

WORDS TO KNOW
Dynamic microphone: a transducer that relies on the law of induction, with an output proportional to the velocity of a moving element within a magnetic field. The most common type is the moving-coil microphone, which
picks up sounds when sound waves strike a diaphragm attached to
a coil of wire. When the coil moves within the magnetic structure of
TRY THIS
the microphone, it creates an output voltage. The process is exactly
the reverse of the way a speaker operates. Moving-coil dynamic miHeil Sound: All About the Drums
crophones tend to be extremely rugged, making them well-suited
The PR30 and PR40 worked
well as a team on a low tom,
for most sound reinforcement applications. The other common
with the PR30 on top and
type of dynamic microphone is the ribbon mic.
the PR40 providing added
Feedback: a condition where the output of a circuit recycles
low tone from underneath.
through
its input. Acoustic feedback is a whine or howl that ocWhen I flipped the polarity
curs in live audio situations when an amplified sound re-enters a
on the bottom mic, which is
naturally out of polarity due
sound system through the same microphone (or guitar pickup) that
to its opposite placement,
reproduced the original source, creating a loop. Feedback also can
the sound was thunderous.
be used in signal processing; for example, part of a signal routed
One thing I noticed was that
through a digital delay can be fed back into the delay to create a
the PR30 has a tendency to
more complex effect. This is also called “regeneration.”
round out the transient in a
beneficial way, almost as though it mildly
Max SPL (Sound Pressure Level): the highest sound pressure
compresses the signal. This was subtle, yet
level a mic’s electronics can handle before distortion. Typically refnoticeable in a number of high-transient aperenced to 0.5% distortion at 1 kHz. The presence of an attenuator
plications. Heil claims that this sounds like
switch may allow an increase in volume level to the mic before disthe response you would get from a ribbon
tortion kicks in.
mic, and I’d have to agree that the effect is
similar to that. I then used the PR30 on a
Proximity effect: a boost in the low-frequency response of a
snare drum with good results. The mic has
directional microphone that occurs when the sound source is relaplenty of great-sounding upper-mids and
tively close to the microphone. The phenomenon begins when the
top end for a dynamic model, and reacted
source is about two feet away from the mic capsule and becomes
well when I tried to dig out 150 Hz to make
more noticeable as the subject gets closer to the mic. Used propthe bottom end sound a bit bigger. As mentioned, the mic has a tendency to round out
erly, a singer can use the proximity effect as a means of adding
transient hits when used with a high-SPL
fullness to a voice; however, the effect can also emphasize nondesource, and the snarewas no different.
sireable low-frequency noises such as breath sounds and popping
—Kevin Becka, Mix, August 2007
consonants (“p” and “b” sounds).
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CLICK FOR MORE
AKG
www.akg.com
Audio-Technica
www.audio-technica.com
Audix
www.audixusa.com
Avantone Audio
www.avantonepro.com
Behringer
www.behringer.com
Beyerdynamic
www.beyerdynamic.com
CAD
www.cadaudio.com
Electro-Voice
www.electrovoice.com
Heil Sound
www.heilsound.com
MXL
www.mxlmics.com
Miktek
www.miktekaudio.com
Nady
www.nady.com
Peavey
www.peavey.com
Peluso
www.pelusomicrophonelab.com
RODE
www.rodemic.com
Samson
www.samsontech.com
Sennheiser
www.sennheiserusa.com
Shure
www.shure.com
Sontronics
www.sontronics.com
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MIX GUIDE: MICROPHONES // DYNAMIC - RIBBON
FEATURED MIC
Wes Dooley’s re-creation of the classic RCA 44BX from 1936-1938, the AEA R44C, “looks, feels and
sounds like the original,” according to film scoring engineer Shawn Murphy. Known for its smooth
character and warm sound, the original RCA unit could be found in high-end orchestral recording
spaces around the world, but by the 1990s had become hard to find. So Dooley, a colorful character in
his own right who had repaired the original for years and was the point man in the States for the famous Coles 4038, began building his own. By all accounts, they are beloved—by rock guitarists, singersongwriters, orchestral engineers and soulful producers.

WHERE TO USE THEM
Dynamic ribbon microphones are very comfortable around high SPL but handle with care – ribbons are
fragile and prone to breakage around moving air. Use ribbons for close miking a kick drum (not near
the hole!), guitar and bass cabinets, hand percussion or even vocalists with an “edge” you’d like to tame.

WORDS TO KNOW
Ribbon microphone: a type of dynamic microphone that
uses a thin metal ribbon placed between the poles of a magnet. As a “velocity” microphone, a ribbon mic responds to velocity of air molecules rather than the sound pressure level,
making them highly fragile ini non-studio situations. Ribbon
mics are typically bidirectional, meaning they pick up sounds
equally well from either side of the mic.
Figure 8: A polar pattern in which the mic is nearly equally
sensitive from the front and rear, but not sensitive to sounds
form the sides. The 2.D representation resembles the 8. Also
known as bi-directional.
Blumlein Pair: Named for Alan Blumlein, engineer at
EMI London in the 1930s, this technique incorporates two
bidirectional mics set up at 90 degrees to each other. When
done properly, known to provide a wide stereo image and
room ambience.

TRY THIS
Royer 121 Goes Live
“Brian [Setzer] plays through early
1960s Bassman amps, and initially I
used mics that had been spec’d previously. I’d listen to his amp, then listen
to what I was getting in the P.A. system,
then listen to the headphones, and I
thought, ‘How am I going to fix this?’ I
tried the Royer R-121 on Brian’s amp,
and it was like, ‘Are you kidding me?’
This is what I wanted. I have the R-121
a quarter-inch from the grille, roughly
half-inch off the dome angled toward
the paper cone about 30 degrees. Lately, I have been mixing that with a Mojave
Audio MA-201 FET condenser, and I am
getting really good results.”
—Jimbo Neal, Mix, July 2011
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CLICK FOR MORE
AEA
www.wesdooley.com
ART
www.artproaudio.com
Apex
www.apexelectronics.com
Audio-Technica
www.audio-technica.com
Avantone
www.avantonepro.com
Beyerdynamic
www.beyerdynamic.com
BLUE Microphones
www.bluemic.com
CAD
www.cadaudio.com
Cascade
www.cascademicrophones.com
Cloud
www.cloudmicrophones.com
Coles
www.coleselectroacoustic.com
Golden Age
www.goldenagemusic.se
MXL
www.mxlmics.com
Oktava
www.oktavausa.com
Peluso
www.pelusomicrophonelab.com
Royer
www.royerlabs.com
sE Electronics
www.seelectronics.com
Shure
www.shure.com
Sontronics
www.sontronics.com
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MIX GUIDE: MICROPHONES // SHOTGUN

Featuring high directivity, low self noise, high
consonant articulation and feedback rejection.
Supercardioid/lobe pattern, and it works well
with windscreens!

WHERE TO USE THEM
Use a shotgun when you need superior cancellation off-axis, high directivity or when the microphone can’t be closely placed to the subject. Excels in many applications in film, TV and video
production; also used by nature and sound effects recordists.

WORDS TO KNOW
FEATURED MIC
Words like “industry standard” get tossed around a lot in these days of
sometimes overdriven marketing hype, but in film and TV production, it
is safe to say that the venerable Sennheiser MKH-416 is an industry standard. Everyday users will tell you it works best when the conditions are
the worst. It’s a compact pressure-gradient mic with short interference
tube, and is highly immune to humidity due to its RF condenser design.

TRY THIS
Audience Miking With AKG
“I typically select shotgun mics as a first
choice in audience miking, and among
shotguns, the AKG CK69-ULS is my current
favorite. My typical audience miking setup
includes two microphones, one on either
side of the stage, facing the audience. I try
to locate them as close to the null of the
main loudspeakers as possible. By the null,
I mean to the side of any loudspeakers, not
the rear where you’ll get a fair amount of
low-end energy, and not the front, where
you have all the horns and high-frequency
drivers. Yes, low frequency is omnidirectional; however, typically most of the low
end is rolled out of audience pickup mics
anyway, so it’s not a major issue. Another
possible audience mic position is at the
front-of-house mix position, where a stereo pair would do nicely, though signal delay relative to the main loudspeakers and
any onstage mics will be unavoidable. (The
delay can be matched during mixdown, of
course, but only if there is a mixdown-not
likely for a live radio broadcast-and if the
audience tracks are recorded separately.) The room ambience picked up on audience mics,
with or without the delay between the stage and at the front-of-house position, can be a very
exciting artifact to include in a mix.
—Bob Skye, Mix, January 1999
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Cardioid microphone: a microphone with a directional pickup pattern that is most sensitive to
sounds coming from the front and sides while rejecting sounds coming
from the rear. The pickup pattern is roughly heart-shaped when viewed
from above, hence the name “cardioid.”
Hypercardioid: a variation of the cardioid microphone pickup pattern.
A hypercardioid microphone is
most sensitive at the front and
CLICK FOR MORE
sides, while rejecting sounds enAKG
tering 120° to the rear.
www.akg.com
Shotgun Microphone: A
Audio-Technica
type of microphone that exhibwww.audio-technica.com
its an extremely directional poAudix
lar pattern. Can be condenser
www.audixusa.com
Azden Corp.
or dynamic. Notable for their
www.azdencorp.com
long tube protruding from the
Beyerdynamic
front, where the series of slots
www.beyerdynamic.com
acts a phase canceling device for
DPA
sounds coming from the rear.
www.dpamicrophones.com
Lobar Polar Pattern: A
MXL
www.mxlmics.com
type of pickup pattern found
Nady
in many shotgun mics. Superwww.nady.com
cardioid and hypercardioid are
Neumann
slightly less directional.
www.neumannusa.com
Windscreen: A device placed
Pearl Microphones
in front of or around a microwww.pearl.se
RODE
phone to minimize the effects
www.rodemic.com
of wind when recording. TypiSanken
cally made of foam.
www.sanken-mic.com
Zeppelin: A microphone
Schoeps
shock mount and windscreen
www.schoeps.de
combination that involves placSennheiser
www.sennheiserusa.com
ing the mic inside a cage-like
Shure
unit fitted with windscreen.
www.shure.com
Typically used with a boom pole
Sony
in film and TV production.
www.pro.sony.com
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